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MUNICIPAL FINANCE AND MUNICIPAL ENTERPRISE.MUNIC

The ANNUAL ADDRESS of

the RIGHT HON. SIR HENRY HARTLEY FOWLER, G.C.S.I., M.P.,

PRESIDENT of tie EOYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY, SESSION 1899-1900.

DELIVERED 15th May, 1900.

I USE the word "municipal," not as confined exclusively to what

are called technically municipal authorities of corporate towns,

but as including the local authorities by whom local taxation is

levied and expended in England and Wales.

The creation of these authorities as they now exist, their varied

powers, and the results which they have accomplished, are chapters
in the history of England with which, however interesting, I can-

not now deal. I must limit myself strictly to the title of my
paper, namely, the finance, and the enterprise involved in that

finance, of our local authorities.

There are no materials for accurately ascertaining the extent

of local taxation in the eighteenth century. That taxation con-

sisted mainly of the poor rate, the county rate, the church rate,

and the highway rate.

Mr. Goschen, in his report on local taxation, dated March,

1871, divided the first seventy years of the nineteenth century, as

regards local taxation, into three periods. The first, ending 1840,
when practically no addition had been made to the then existing
rates

;
the second, from 1841 to 1851, when police rates and

borough rates were added; and the third period, from 1851 to

1869, when modern rates, which Mr. Goschen describes as
"
sanitary

"
rates and town rates," were superadded.
In 1803 the receipts from the old rates, viz., poor, county,

church, and highway, amounted to 5,348,000^., in 1817 to

10,107,000^., in 1827 to 9,544,000^., in 1841 to 8,ioi,oooJ., in

1851 to 8,9i6,oooJ., in 1862 to 12,207,000^., and in 1868, when the

returns of rates were for the first time accurately made up and

classified, the tota>of all local rates reached 16,800,000^. In 1891
the amount had reached 27,818,000^., and in 1898 37,605,000^.
These figures relate solely to rates levied for public purposes, and
do not include tolls, dues, and other indirect local taxation, or the

receipts from local enterprises carried on by, and at the risk of,

local authorities.

1 591 72



2 Municipal Finance and Municipal Enterprise.

The aggregate receipts of the local authorities (including these

exceptions) during the last year for which we have returns, viz.,

the financial year ending 31st March, 1898, excluding loans, were

69,144,000;., and the expenditure for that period, so far as it was
not defrayed out of loans, was 67,823,000^., which may be roundly
stated as spent as follows :

Mint.

On the relief of the poor ............................................ ioi
Police ............................................................................ t(

Education ...... . ............................................................. 7!
Streets and highways ................................................. ... 8

Public lighting ........................................................... i

Sewerage ........................... . ............................................ i

Other public works and purposes ............................ 7!

Salaries, superannuation, establishment charges, "I a
election expenses, and other payments ............ J

^*

Interest on loans and instalments of principal repaid i^i
Gas and water works and tramways ............... ........ 5$-

Harbours, piers, docks, and quays ............................ if

Private improvement works ........................................ i

The 69,144,000^. aggregate receipts, putting them roundly at

69,ooo,ooo/., were contributed as follows :

illM.

Kates ............................................................................ 3 7i

Treasury subventions, local taxation, grants and]
other payments from exchequer, and grants > 1 1

under Agricultural Kates Act ............................ j

Receipts from tolls, dues, invested property, fines, 1 , ,

fees, &c ................................................................. J"

Sales of property and repayment in respect of \ x

private improvements ........................................ J

Waterworks and gasworks and other under- "I &

takings producing revenue ................................ J

But, irrespective of these revenues and expenditure, there is

also a large and increasing debt, and a capital expenditure defrayed
out of borrowed money. The amount of debt incurred by local

authorities could not be accurately ascertained in the year 1868,

but it was then estimated at 60 million . The first year for

which local taxation returns give the amount of the local debt was

1875, and ifc was then stated to be 92,820,000^. ;
in 1885 it was

i73,2O7,oooZ., in 1895 it was 23 5, 335,000^, and in 1898 the out-

standing debt was 262,017,000^.

The purposes for which this large sum has been borrowed, as

far as it is practicable to identify them, may be stated roundly as

follows :
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Mlus.

Poor law purposes and lunatic asylums 14^

Schools 28

Gaols and police stations i

Highways and street improvements 315

Sewerage 27i

Markets -.... f>

Cemeteries -f

Public buildings, offices, fire engines, and other "I

6J
appliances j

Parks and pleasure grounds, public libraries, \ L

museums, bath and washhouses, hospitals, &c. J

Bridges and ferries 4-i

Artizans' and labourers' dwellings, allotments, "I

and small holdings J

Harbours, piers, docks, embankments, &c 37

Private improvements and all other purposes, "1 4

including advances to Manchester Ship Canal J

Waterworks 48
Gasworks i8i

Electric light 3!

Tramways ~ 3i

262

To appreciate the magnitude of the figures I have been quoting,

one must contrast them with those of imperial income and the

national debt. The imperial income for the corresponding year

ending 31st March, 1898, was io6,6i4,ooo/., and the national debt

at the end of that year was 638,266,ooo/. Between 1875 and 1898

the national debt was reduced by 13 1 million
;
the local debt was

during the same period increased by 170 million . It must how-
ever be borne in mind that of the 262 million of local debt a

large sum represents money borrowed for reproductive expenditure
or for purposes producing income, which produced in the same

year a gross income of nearly 19 million
,
and a net income of

4 million
;

but after this allowance we are face to face with

a taxation raised for local purposes of .38 million from rates

and 1 1 million from imperial funds.

This expenditure is necessary and beneficial. It is an expendi-
ture which cannot be decreased, and must and as I think ought to

be largely increased in the interests of the community as a whole.

I frankly admit that I am one of those who hold that local taxation

is most unfairly levied
;
that what ought to be levied on both real

and personal property is levied on real property exclusively ;
and

that where this is partially remedied by and from the imperial

purse, the amount and manner in which that relief is given is most

unsatisfactory. However, as that difficult question is now under
the consideration of a Royal Commission, it cannot be fairly or

fully considered until their report is made.

A2



4 Municipal Finance and Municipal Enterprise.

The objects of local taxation were in the first instance the

relief of the poor, the protection of public peace by means of the

police, the construction and maintenance of roads and streets and
the lighting of the same. That taxation next extended to the

works necessary for the preservation of the public health, such as

drainage, scavenging, and sewerage, asylums for lunatics, and

hospitals for the isolation of infectious diseases, and the establish-

ment of public baths, and the other steps necessary to prevent the

spread of such diseases, and the improvement of the dwellings
of the working classes. All these are matters as to which there

can be no option, they are public obligations to be incurred for the

benefit of the whole community, and towards which the whole

community should contribute.

The next step in advance was the provision for the intellectual

wants of the community in the shape of education, and free

libraries. Next recreation, the establishment of art galleries, and

the acquisition of parks and open spaces. These objects rest

rather upon the principle of the co-operation of the many to

secure for the advantage of all those opportunities for the healthy
and elevating enjoyment of life, which were previously confined

to a limited section of the inhabitants who were able to procure
them at their own cost.

Public opinion may have advanced slowly, as it always does in

this country, but it has advanced surely, and I do not think

that there can be any sound objection to these provisions at the

general expense for the benefit of the community at large.

The remaining class of local expenditure deals with the

establishing and conducting certain enterprises at the risk and

for the benefit of the local communities in which these enterprises

are established, and this expenditure must be distinguished from

what may be called the primary objects for which local taxation is

levied.

I would follow this division in classifying the purposes for

which the outstanding debt of 262,01 7, ooo/. has been raised by
local authorities.

J for purposes for which local authorities are bound to

36,071,000 for educational and recreative purposes.

87,581,000 for trading and similar purposes.

Total 260,864,000

Adding to this i,i45,ooo/., advances for private improvements
to be repaid, we make up in round figures the total 262,017,000?.

In a detailed consideration of municipal trading enterprises,
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I am necessarily confined to municipal boroughs, as the parlia-

mentary return in 1899 which was laid before Parliament does

not include other local authorities.

That return deals only with the 265 municipal boroughs in

England and Wales, including the whole of the county boroughs,

but excluding the London County Council ;
but practically this

return may be taken to represent the principal municipal enter-

prises of England and Wales, although of course there are similar

undertakings carried on by other local authorities in more restricted

localities.

These undertakings may be divided into six principal classes :

Waterworks.

Gasworks.

Markets.

Tramways.
Electric lighting.

Piers, quays, and harbours.

It may be stated that with the exception of markets, most

of which were founded originally under charters, only 46 of

these enterprises were commenced before 1850. But some of the

waterworks owned by municipalities date from very early times

Southampton from the year 1420, Hull from 1447, Bath from

1500, Plymouth from 1590, Rye from 1600, and Oxford from

1694. We thus see that even in ancient days those who were

responsible for the management of some municipalities at least

recognised the importance of a good supply of pure water to the

public. Of these enterprises waterworks and gasworks are the

principal ones, involving the largest amount of capital and the

largest receipts. There are 173 municipal boroughs who own the

waterworks supplying their respective localities. Of these the

bulk were established by private companies, and subsequently

purchased by the municipal authorities.

The figures relating to the 173 waterworks now under

municipal control show

Total capital provided by corporations 48,434,890

Capital borrowed 46,546,391
Amount of debt paid off 5,140,486

in sinking funds or loans funds 1 >332,5o8

Average annual income for the five years ending")
31st March, 1898, or where undertaking com- I ,

menced during that period, from date of f ,

2) 44>937

commencement J

Average working expenses for the same periods.... 902,61*

,, annual amount paid for interest, and"!

instalments of principal on capital borrowed J
r>99>3 22

Average annual amount set apart for depreciation 15,211
Net average annual profit ,., 27,792
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There are 87 corporations who own their gasworks. The

figures relating to these 87 gasworks are :

Total capital provided 20,175,764

Capital borrowed I 9> 2 54>35

Amount paid off 3>457>3-9

In sinking funds 1,075,802

Average annual income 4,517,1:6

working expenses 3>336,9i8

amounts paid for interest and "1

instalments of principal J

Average annual depreciation 37>333

Net average annual profit 370,340

There are 204 corporations who own their markets. The

figures are as follows :

Capital provided 4,770,301

borrowed 4,211,695

paid oft' 1,361,518

In sinking funds 2 ! 9j339

Average annual income 454,304

working expenses 204,826

annual amount paid for interest and "1

68
instalments of principal J

Depreciation 460
Net average annual profit 93 5337

There are 28 corporations who own their tramways. The

figures are as follows :

Capital provided 3,213,654

,,
borrowed 2,689,384

,, paid off 499)3/7

In sinking funds 104,969

Average annual income 435,942

,, working expenses , 302,670

annual amount paid for interest and 1

instalments of principal J

Annual depreciation 8,488

Net average annual profit 34>O79

There are 55 corporations who own electric light works. The

figures are:

Capital provided 3,416,71 1

borrowed 3^08,533

paid off 108,848

In sinking funds , 101,642

Average annual income 304,499

,, working expenses I 68,755

,, annual amount paid for interest and "I ,, ,

instalments of principal J

Annual depreciation 3>747

Net average annual profit 5>338
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There are 17 corporations who own piers, quays, &c. The figures

are:

Capital provided 4>797A$9

,, borrowed 4,676,829

paid off 3 6l >5 22

In sinking funds 143,029

Average annual income 324,780

working expenses 197,495
annual amount paid for interest and 1

instalments of principal J
1 /54<2 7

Annual depreciation 13,660
Net average loss 6j,8oz

The summary of the foregoing, and of similar figures in

respect of baths, cemeteries, working class dwellings, and other

miscellaneous enterprises which the Local Government Board

regard as reproductive "undertakings carried on by municipal

boroughs in England and Wales. The total results are :

Amount of capital provided 88,152,595

,
borrowed 83,379,931

paid off 11,720,904

To which must be added amounts in 1

sinking funds or loan funds J
3> 2 3>597

14,924,501

Average annual income for five years ended March,
~|

1898, or, when the undertaking commenced during y 8,898,376
that period, from the date of commencement .... J

Average annual working expenses 5>3 I 9597
annual amount paid for interest and 1

instalment of principal J
3> I2 7>-/

Set apart for depreciation ,.... 81,167

Leaving the average annual net profit of all munici- "I

pal reproductive undertakings J
37>34

The profit in the great majority of cases is applied in reduction

of rates. The practical result is that the income produced by the

existing municipal enterprises pays the working expenses, the

interest and instalments of borrowed capital, and leaves a profit

balance of 370, 34.1 /., or about
-J per cent, on the outstanding debt,

which the Local Government Board, after making certain correc-

tions on the foregoing figures, put at 71,883,2327.
There is no doubt that the tendency of the present day is in

the direction of combination, by which the public can secure

greater advantages at a cheaper rate, and in a more efficient

manner than they could secure them by private enterprise, and
there are beyond question certain public needs which ought to be

supplied under the control of the local authorities. The difficulty

arises as to what is the true boundary line which mast be main-

tained between public enterprise carried on at the public cost and
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at the public risk, and private enterprise carried on by individual

traders or a combination of individual traders in partnership or in

companies. The history of the manner in which Parliament has

hitherto dealt with this question must be recalled.

There are undertakings which require parliamentary sanction

and legislative powers for their establishment and management.
No individual trader, no private company, can establish for him-

self or themselves the right to compulsorily acquire other people's

property, or to use for their own advantage the roads and high-

ways, which belong to the public. This country has adopted in

the United Kingdom the principle that the railways of the country
should be provided by private capital, and conducted by private

management under public control. In India and in some of the

Colonies railways are either partially or altogether managed by
the Government. In addition to railways Parliament has

vested large powers in joint stock undertakings for the construc-

tion and management of waterworks, gasworks, and similar

undertakings. The legislature has accompanied the grant of

these powers with elaborate conditions, for public control for

securing the public convenience, for guarding the public safety,

and for enabling the public on certain terms and under certain

conditions to compulsorily acquire these undertakings.
So far as railways are concerned, I submit, that if the railways

of this country are contrasted with what are called the State

railways of many foreign countries, the contrast is favourable

to the superiority of the management of our railway system.
There may be some points on which State control results in a

more economical mode of transport. But I am satisfied that no

government department could manage the railway system of this

country with the efficiency, the safety, and the speed which our

great railway companies supply.
But be that as it may, we have, in the case of railways, vast

private undertakings in which the whole community are vitally

interested carried on by private management, invested with large

statutory powers, but subject to public control, which successive

legislation makes more and more stringent. The competition
between one railway and another is now a competition of

convenience and speed. A cut-throat competition in railway fares

is practically impossible. Stephenson's maxim that " where com-
" bination was possible competition was impossible," so far as

railway fares are concerned, has been proved to be true. But where

there are two competing lines, say, e.g., between London and

Birmingham, or London and Edinburgh, going through different

tracks of country and charging the same rates, there is an effective

competition in the conveniences and speed of the two systems.
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Bui: in modern times we have seen another kind of locomotion

gradually growing into public favour and serving a great public

need the construction of tramways in local districts. It is im-

possible to have two sets of tram rails in the same streets, say

of any borough. You must have but one system, no matter by
whom it is owned. In other words, it must be a monopoly, and

as such using the public roads and streets which belong to the

community.
There are also undertakings which are for the common good

and for the general use of the wbole community. The supply of

pure water, and of artificial light, fall within this category.
Parliament has by general legislation controlled the manage-

ment of certain undertakings which are for the common good and

general use of the whole community, and has sanctioned in the

public interest the transfer of these undertakings to municipal

public authorities. I do not suppose that any controversy will

arise as to the wisdom of the course which Parliament has adopted
with respect to undertakings of the character to which I have

referred.

There is a difference of opinion as to the extent to which

municipal enterprise should be further carried. Lord Avebury,
in a recent paper read before the London Chamber of Commerce,

says that among the businesses which various municipalities are

in the present session asking Parliament to grant them powers
to undertake, are banking, pawnbroking, coal supply, saddlery,
manufacture of electrical fittings, of the residual products of gas,

and other branches of trade and manufacture.

Those who favour these and similar extensions of municipal

trading, allege that a public authority can raise money more easily

and cheaply than a private company can, and that therefore to

leave certain undertakings in private hands is to sacrifice an

economical advantage, that if a profit can be made out of the

general supply of some community, why should not the community
realise that profit for itself, and that as certain undertakings are

of necessity monopolies, it is better that public authorities should

hold these monopolies and carry them on for the public benefit.

In opposition to this it is alleged that the great difficulty of a cor-

poration engaging in a trade is to hold the balance evenly between

the ratepayer as a proprietor of the corporation undertaking, and
the ratepayer as consumer, that where manufacturing or commercial

undertakings are in the hands of the public authority, the power
and authority of the authority is used to defend them as such, and

to prevent anyone else conducting a competing trade, that in any
branch of industry which is of a mobile character, and which

depends on the education of the public and the tempting of
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easterners, it is desirable that the private capitalist, who under-

stands his own business, should be free to conduct it in his own

way. Without deciding as to the force of these conflicting argu-

ments, I want to point out what appears to be some of the

practical considerations which deserve special attention.

The extension of municipal enterprises beyond those which

Parliament has practically sanctioned, involves consideration of

(1) the nature and objects of the undertakings which it is proposed
to entrust to the municipal authorities, (2) the capital outlay,

(8) the probable income and financial results, (4) the management
required, the protection of the interests of the ratepayers, (5) the

question of competition or monopoly, (6) the protection of the

general consumers against any charge beyond those of the open

market, and (7) the guarding against extravagant expenditure by
the authorities or permanent officials on whom the conduct and

control of these undertakings will devolve.

I apprehend that there will be a general agreement that any
extension of municipal enterprise should be confined to such

undertakings as are clearly for the common good and the general
use of the whole community, and that they should comprise under-

takings which it is for the public advantage that they should be

placed under public control.

It must, however, be borne in mind that the general user cannot

decide the question of municipal enterprise. Take two articles

which are perhaps in very general use, tobacco and beer. If

general user is to be the test, it might be urged that public bodies

should become manufacturers of tobacco and beer. They would

be the guardians of the purity of both these commodities, and

possibly they might carry them on so as to produce such a profit

as would be an advantage to the community where they were located
;

but if the price was higher than the actual cost, the consumers of

these articles are taxed to the relief of rates for the benefit of

those who do not smoke and who do not drink beer. If, on the

other hand, the prices are lower than the cost price, then the

general ratepayers, including those who do not smoke and who do

not drink, are taxed in order to supply cheap tobacco and cheap
beer for a section of the community.

So far as the financial question is concerned it would, I think,

be admitted that where undertakings are promoted by public

authorities or private persons there is no getting rid of the

capitalist. Whether the undertaking is established by the private

individual or by a corporation, private or public, the capital

will still have to be found, and the cost of finding that capital is a

charge that will have to be met.

In raising capital for public purposes, all property of the
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community is in effect chargeable with its repayment with interest,

and the public should therefore be guarded as far as possible

against the risk of loss, and that to a great extent depends upon
whether the management of the undertaking proposed is such as

nan be efficiently and successfully carried on by an unpaid public

body having no personal pecuniary interest. This question of

management is a main factor in the classification of enterprises

which can or cannot be undertaken by public authorities. The

industrial success of this country, whether it be manufacturing or

commercial, has been attained by individual energy, impelled by
the motive of individual ambition and profit, and devoting time

and energy to the most minute and continuous superintendence of

every detail.

And to these characteristics of individual management must

be added the constant discoveries of inventions both in machinery,

manufacture, materials, and distribution, which render such

enormous services to the trade of this country.
Public undertakings must be carried on under fhe check of an

impartial and constant audit. The system of audit by a public
official which prevails through every department of local govern-

ment, does not as yet apply to municipal boroughs, although

Parliament, in the recent London Government Act, wisely applied
this efficient audit to the metropolitan boroughs, it does not apply
to municipal boroughs. This necessity for a thorough system of

Government audit I regard as vital.

The question of competition with private traders is of the

greatest importance. The municipality taxes the whole com-

munity, and in that taxation includes the private trader, and
therefore in the case of competition with that trader, he is compelled
to contribute to a fund which might be employed to compete with

him in his own business, and so to destroy his trade.

And not only is the competing trader affected, but the general
consumer may have to pay a higher price in consequence of the

creation of a monopoly. We have hitherto regarded, it as the

right of every citizen to buy in the cheapest market, and safe-

guards would be required to prevent any interference with this

principle.

The essential principle of free trade is that the whole body of

consumers are not to be taxed for the benefit of the producers,
and while we have to carefully eliminate from our commercial

system everything which infringes that principle, we must not

allow it to be violated for the benefit of public authorities any
more than for the benefit of private traders.

Parliament has just appointed a joint committee of both Houses
to consider the princinles whiek. should srovern the power given
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to municipal and other local authorities for industrial enter-

prises.

An inquiry into municipal trading is neither directly nor

indirectly an attack upon our municipal institutions. Those
institutions have worked well in the past, they have accomplished

great benefits to the advantage of the whole community, and it

would be worse than a mistake in any way to hamper or to inter-

fere with their beneficent operations.
I have been too long and too intimately connected with

municipal life to be a party to such a proceeding. I have always
advocated placing the supply of public water, of public light, and
similar undertakings in the hands of the municipalities, and I am
not prepared to accept the theory that the limit of successful

municipal work has been reached, but when municipal and local

bodies are claiming wider powers, embracing new areas of com-

mercial and industrial activity, questions arise not only as to the

extent to which those powers should be granted, but also as to the

regulations anti checks by which they should be accompanied. I

have referred to some of these questions there are others of great

importance and I think that a full and impartial consideration

will be a great public advantage. Of course particular cases must

be dealt with on their own merits, but all cases should be subject
to the same provisions for guarding the interests of the ratepayers,
for securing a strict supervision and audit of the expenditure of

public money, for preventing the creation of unnecessary patronage,
and for preventing the creation of a monopoly which would practi-

cally exclude legitimate competition.
It is impossible until such an inquiry has been completed to

lay down any specific rules, or in other words to anticipate the

conclusion to which the Committee may arrive. We can only

point out the dangers and difficulties which may arise, the risks

which may be run, and the injustice that might result.

The true friends of municipal life and institutions are those

who desire to see that life developed and those institutions

strengthened on the broad basis of public benefit and of public

support. They will not be disposed to sacrifice the rare advantages
of the devotion, wise supervision and experienced management
and administration which are the advantages of the voluntary

public service of that large army of citizens who control our local

administration, but they will recognise that there are limits to the

extent and efficiency of that management they will see that it

must not conflict with the just interests of the ratepayers the

traders, and the public, and they will not weaken the strength

and value of municipal administration by extending it beyond
those limits.
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APPENDIX.

TABLE I. Purposes for which the Outstanding Loans of Local Authorities

have been Raised, and Amounts Outstanding in respect of each purpose

at Zlst March, 1898.

Waterworks.
Town councils
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TABLE I Contd. Purposes for which Outstanding Loans have been Raised.

Brought forward
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TABLE I Contd. Purposes for which Outstanding Loans have been Raised.

Brought forward
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TABLE I Contd. Purposes for vukich Outstanding Loans have been Raised.
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TABLE I Contd. Purposes for which Outstanding Loans have been Raised.

Brought forward

Sospitals.
Town councils 1,128,855
Urban district councils (districts other than \ ,g2 390

boroughs) J
Joint boards and joint committees 180,109
Rural district councils 146,298
Port sanitary authorities, &c 30,304

Police Stations, Gaols, and LocJc-up Souses.

County councils other than the London \ A i Ae)f
-

County Council J
4 ' 1'^'

Town councils 463,339
Receiver for the metropolitan police district.... 475,000
London County Council 5,333

Public Libraries, Museums, and Schools of
Science and Art.

Town councils 651,185
Other authorities 223,821

Fire Engines and other Appliances, and
Fire Brigades.

London County Council (Metropolitan Fire "I

Brigade) /
'41

'y4

Town councils 216,789
Urban district councils (districts other than "1 ~~ OA /;

boroughs) .. J
ob'y '

Rural district councils 1,749

Slaughter Souses.
Town councils 146,228
Urban district councils (districts other than "11 QC n o

boroughs) / j

36
>
U

Allotments.
Town councils

j

38,219
Urban district councils (districts other than! ,, 00,

boroughs) /
llj92

Rural district councils 21,852

County councils other than the London"! c KAf)

County Council J
6

'
54

Parish councils 298

Carried forward....

246,459,600

875,006

817,387

182,340

78,

,218
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TABLE I Contd. Purposes for which Outstanding Loans have been Raised.

Brought forward.

Small Holdings.

County councils other than the London "I

,
251,496,218

6,316

Private Improvement Works.

Town councils
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TABLE II.

Loans Owing ly the several Classes of Local Authorities at 3lst March, 1898.

Town Councils (accounts other than munici-

pal accounts, excluding accounts of town

councils acting as burial boards)
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TABLE II Contd. Loans Owing by the several Classes of Local Authorities.
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TABLE II Contd. Loans Owing by the several Classes ofLocal Authorities.

Brought forward
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TABLE II Contd. Loans Owing by the several Classes ofLocal Authorities.

Brought forward
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TABLE II Contd. Loans Owing by the several Classes ofLocal Authorities.

Brought forward

Burial Boards and other local authorities]

(except parish councils) acting under the >

Burial Acts J

Rural District Councils (accounts other

than those relating to highways) .

Sewerage and sewage disposal works 1,497,041
Waterworks 671,091

Hospitals 146,298
Cemeteries 59,341
Allotments 21,582
Street improvements 3,664
Private improvement works 17,556
Other purposes 29,988

Highway Authorities in Rural Districts

Turnpike Trustees

Parish Councils.

Purposes of the Burial Acts 137,184
Parish rooms, parish offices, vestry halls,"!

and parish halls /
Recreation grounds 356
Allotments 298
Public lighting 1,476
Other parish property 400

Drainage, Embankment, and Conservancy'}
Boards /

2>70,332

Commissioners of Sewers (extra-metropolitan) 73,340

Commissioners of Baths and Washhousesl
and certain other authorities adminis- >

tering the Baths and Washhouses Acts.... J

Commissioners for Public Libraries and"\

Museums and certain other authorities ad- >

ministering the Public Libraries Act, 1892 J

Commissioners of Markets and Fairs

Port Sanitary Authorities.

Hospitals, &c

Conservators of Commons and Trustees of\
certain Open Spaces J

Bridge and Ferry Trustees

Trustees of certain Metropolitan Squares ....

Salmon and Freshwater Fishery Conser- 1

vancy Boards j

Total .,

254.722,639

1,962,345

2,446,831

61,787

9,435

147,761

2,143,672

288,418

106,727

29,958

35.

2,550

',544

262,017,152
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Return (ordered by the House of Commons on 4th August,
1898, and presented 6th March, 1899) of the water, gas, tramways,

SUMMARY NOTE OP THE

The Principal Undertakings in respect of which particulars are given in this Return are

Working Class Dwellings, and Piers, Quays, <&c. Totals in respect of each of these

1
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electric lighting, and other reproductive undertakings carried on

by municipal boroughs.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD.

Waterworks, Gasworks, Tramways, Electric Lighting, Markets, Baths, &c., Cemeteries,

separate Classes of Undertaking are shown in the following summary.

7 89 10 11
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